Good afternoon Mr and Mrs B
Thank you for your kind offer of an Oak tree. I will take this to our Environment Committee meeting
on 1st December to discuss. I will be in contact thereafter.
In relation to litter bins, we have a programme of replacement agreed that will include recycling
segments; as you know, starting with the Abbey Green.
Kind regards
Carol
Town Clerk
Battle Town Council
01424 772210
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From:
Sent: 09 November 2020 10:00
To: Enquiries <enquiries@battletowncouncil.gov.uk>
Subject: Oak tree to donate to local area ?

Hello there Carol and Jane
We have a small Oak tree growing in our back garden which I am trying to find a long term
home for - as they grow so larger but are beautiful
A few years back the Cemetry were able to take two that my son grew from an acorn with
his Gran they are Beautiful
I spoke to your gardening team at the Rec recently when I saw them all who used to work
at the Cemetry - and they felt there was no more room there for such a huge tree ???
We discussed posibly therefore a place at the Rec. whilst re-vamping is all is going on up
there ?
I was asked to contact you to ask your opinion please as I so want it to go to a good home
locally if poss. where it can flourish forever as I have lived here and my family before me for
years!

Any ideas please?
Meanwhile please could litter bins be added to the new laid out Rec when I walk around I
pick up so much rubbish that people throw about but cannot find many bins there Also as
discussed before can we have more recycle bins all around Battle - we so need them
I know there are the large ones at the market sq. but not many people will carry their can to
them a long way to go - depends where you are
Please kindly look into this we so need to recycle more Thanks for saying there will be some
placed around the Abbey Green Great !
Thank you so much and look forward to hearing from you re the tree Thank you
Would like to move the tree over the winter to allow it to establish well
Thank you so much
Kind Regards
B

